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Arup, an architecture, design, and engineering agency with global outreach and influence, reacted 
swiftly to a crucial logistical issue in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic through the development 
of Jengu(Fig.1); a hand washing unit constructed from simple and easily accessible components, with 
an open source design, allowing individuals and communities to easily clean themselves to stem the 
spread of infection.

Working to contrast the message of global unity at the heart of the Jengu, I developed the JengTu(Fig.2), 
an entirely over-engineered solution to sanitization that drastically limits user accessibility, yet retains 
the potential for real-world deploy-ability. Due to its large size, overly complex construction, and 
difficult to transport form, the JengTu requires local government backing for public implementation, 
resulting in only wealthier areas gaining access to the units. For usage, the user is required to scan 
the QR code on their smartphone, which links the users Track-and-Trace data and activates the unit. 
Using a bed and ceiling of an array of UV-C emitting LEDs the unit poses a health risk to the user 
as prolonged exposure of UV-C light to skin can cause cancer, and damage the eyes, it is for these 
reasons that it is advised that the user only sanitizes gloved hands, clothing, or personal items; the 
top cover of the unit also extends to the users eye-level for two reasons, firstly to shield the eyes from 
direct UV-C exposure, but also to measure the forehead temperature for a fever - alerting the user on 
their smartphone if they have a high temperature.

JengTu 
Exploring Ideologies through the Re-imagination of Arup’s Jengu
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Vehicle First Aid Kit 
Pursuing design opportunities presented by the COVID-19 Pandemic to shape a how we 
administer First Aid to unacquainted individuals

Challenging the over-engineered concept of JengTu, I crafted a scenario in which a wave of Neo-luddist 
and Anarcho-primivitist extremists swept through areas that employ the devices, targeting them to 
be repurposed to align with their beliefs - that technology should be abandoned and sabotaged, 
those who produce technology harmful to the environment should be harmed, and that large scale 
organizations should be abandoned in favour of simpler living. This is expressed through the stripping 
of the JengTu unit for basic components(Fig.3) to be used as a planter for herbs with aromas that aid  
in clearing and soothing the airways, as well as pitcher plants the juices from which are supposedly 
capable of cleansing surfaces from harmful pathogens and disease.
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The COVID-19 Pandemic has made us very aware of just how much we come into close contact with 
eachother in day to day life - both friends and strangers alike, demonstrating just how easy it is for us 
to spread disease to one another. The measures we currently have implemented to minimize infection 
rates such as social distancing and the use of face masks and hand sanitizer will likely continue after 
the pandemic for a multitude of reasons including our new-found appreciation for personal space, 
and desire to avoid another catastrophic global health event, however there are instances in which 
we must engage with unfamiliar individuals - such as during the administration of first aid. 

It is advised that a first aid kit is kept in your personal vehicle as it is largely considered to be a tool 
one would rather have and not need, than need and not have; for the instance in which it is needed 
it is impossible to predict the circumstances, including the individuals involved. Regarding our new 
found fear as a society of coming into close proximity with strangers, some may be discouraged from 
helping those in need for fear of potentially exposing them-self to disease (in this case, COVID-19), as 
seen during the first wave of the outbreak when members of the public suffered severely from health 
complications as a result of refusing to seek medical attention for fear of exposure.

To ensure that we are confident and well-equipped to handle any first aid emergencies that are thrown 
our way moving into the new age of social interaction post-COVID-19 I have designed a first aid kit 
specifically for ensuring that the user is protected from an array of biohazard threats, as well as many 
circumstantial threats that may face the user. Housed in a carry case the user slips the kit on like a 
backward shirt, fastening it behind their back, and pulling the hood over their face and head. The inner 
sleeve is waterproof and hydrophobic, decreasing the likelihood of liquid retention or penetration, it 
also features a polycarbonate face shield and FFP3 air filters, ensuring viral protection, which vent 
rearward to decrease the chances of the user passing illness to the individual receiving aid. Elbow-
length chemical and abrasion resistant gauntlets protect the user from any debris at the scene such 
as glass or other sharp objects; the inner personal protection sleeve is removable so the user may 
use the vest alone and so both components may be cleaned. The vest houses medical supplies in 
categorised ergonomically placed pockets for constant oh-hand access and features high-visibility 
reflective strips to ensure the user is seen in potentially hazardous situations such as following a road 
traffic accident.
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The Future of Warfare and Humankind
With the US claiming that China is experimenting with genetically enhanced military 
personnel, how could a future military force be equipped to handle such a threat?



The US Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe has officially stated to The Wall Street Journal 
that the Chinese Government is attempting to enhance the capabilites of its soldiers through genetic 
engineering utilising developments in CRISPR technology. This follows the use of CRISPR-Cas9 
gene editing to alter the DNA of several human embryos in 2018, the researcher that conducted 
said operations was later incarcerated however it is believed that China is likely to capitalise on their 
knowledge (Alex Keown, 04/12/2020).

In this project I have created a theoretical scenario half a century ahead in time, in which economic 
and security tensions have increasingly heightened between the US and China. Following the race 
to develop a vaccine for COVID-19 in 2020 medical trials have become far more streamlined in an 
attempt to bring potentially lifesaving drugs into circulation as quickly as possible, the most attention 
focused toward the prevention of another devastating global outbreak. With drug resistant pathogens 
becoming increasingly common the attention is turning away from conventional medicine and toward 
white blood cell therapy, whereby we are able to enhance the abilities of our immune system through 
genetic engineering, in hopes of eliminating the need for vaccinations against disease. The relaxation 
in international law concerning human genetic manipulation in addition to the streamlined medical 
testing process has allowed China to near completion of their genetically enhanced soldier program.

NATO, now with its own designated military force consisting of military personnel from each of its 
member states, has closely monitored the progress China has made with its enhanced soldier program 
and has reformulated its military to be optimised for the event of an engagement with an enhanced 
enemy force. In this project I am exploring what this NATO force would consist of when aiming to be 
capable of going toe-to-toe with enhanced soldiers. 

Firstly understanding what the most desirable enhancements to the human body would be to gain 
advantage in battle, these could include such features as enhancements in subconscious thought 
for faster reflexes, denser muscle fibres for strength, neuroplasticity for faster learning of complex 
tasks, conditioning for better stress management, increased oxygen capacity in red blood cells, 
and/or increased Creatine production to reduce muscle fatigue. With the establishment of what the 
enhanced soldiers abilities are likely to be I can understand how they may be deployed and how 
engagements could occur, whether they employ geurilla warfare tactics aiming to inflict damage to 
infrastructure in hit and run attacks, or dominate and occupy areas of land as is conventional warfare.

Knowing both the capabilities of the enemy force and their purpose I am able to create a military 
organisation capable of effectively engaging with said enemy. I will evaluate which specific units of 
the NATO force will be most influential in a conflict with enhanced Chinese personnel and create my 
vision for them; uniform, weapons systems, equipment, PPE, vehicles, unmanned vehicles, tactics, 
and potential enhancements such as the implementation of exoskeleton technologies.
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